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Data breaches are inevitable. Unfortunately,
it's not if you are going to have a data breach,
it's when, so be prepared.
2) Security
Managing risk is always an IT priority. You need to fully
consider all the cyberrisks out there, which means
performing an inventory of your systems and data. Know
what you have in your systems and what you're storing,
especially if you have confidential, proprietary, individually
identifiable information, protected health information or
credit card data. This is data that has been entrusted to
you and must be protected by implementing reasonable,
prudent and appropriate security measures. Security is
never going to go away, it is continually evolving. Even if
we push all our systems into the cloud, security will always
be the top priority. With cloud processing, instead of
managing the infrastructure in our offices, we manage the
vendors who manage the infrastructure for us. Trust, but
verify cloud providers to make sure they are reputable.
Once you choose a provider, you will need to trust them
to a large degree, but you have to continually verify they
are doing what you need and protecting your systems and
information.
Data breaches are inevitable. Unfortunately, it's not if you
are going to have a data breach, it's when, so be prepared.
Review your insurance policies to determine what kind
of cyber liability coverage you have should a data breach
occur. If and when a data breach does hit, it has to be
investigated and may require forensics, credit monitoring,
remediation and legal defense. All those expenses add up,
so if your current commercial general liability (CGL) policy
doesn't cover these things to the extent you need, a separate
cyber liability policy may be in order.
When it comes to security, it begins with people, process
and technology. If you haven't done so already, start a
security awareness program to educate your employees
and continually inform them about cybersecurity risks.
Provide them with the tools they need to recognize
the risks and how to stay away from them. Teach your
employees, members and stakeholders everyone is a target.

Think about replacing any aged hardware and software
you may have. Anything older than five years probably
cannot be fully patched and updated, and you may be
better off just pitching it and starting over. Things are
changing fast and the bad guys know what old equipment
can and can't do and they will look to exploit vulnerabilities.
Patch all of your systems regularly and consider private
cloud hosting where you can find a vendor who can do all
this for you, so you don't have to perform regular upgrades.
3) Social Networking
Social networking has the ability to improve the services
we provide to our stakeholders. First, it is a massive instant
communication medium, even more so than email. With
email, you send it and it sits in the recipient's inbox. Social
media generally pops up immediately on the recipient's
social media feeds. There are over 200 different social media
outlets, but when you think about getting started with
social media, focus on LinkedIn and Facebook. At Christian
Brothers Services, we look at LinkedIn as being best at
connecting to the decision-makers at organizations, and we
use Facebook to connect with the individual participants in
our health and retirement plans - we want to get important
information to those people as well, but they aren't going
to connect to us on a professional level.

Envision Your Future State
Think about how you can turn IT in your organization into
a strategic asset instead of purely an expense. IT is changing
rapidly; you can no longer just put in IT systems and change
them every three to five years - you need to put them on
a shorter evolution cycle. Adopt a continuous improvement
philosophy to take advantage of benefits that come with
IT. Add a new feature on a regular basis, that way, you won't
need to add a hundred new features every three years. ☼
Tom Drez is the Chief Information, Privacy and Security
Officer for Christian Brothers Services.

Christian Brothers
Services Acquires BMT
On August 1, 2017, Christian Brothers
Services (CBS) announced its acquisition
of Brenner, McDonagh & Tortolani, Inc.
(BMT).
BMT serves 230 religious institutes and
many sponsored ministries in need of
assistance with the management of daily
operations, including accounting and
financial management, benefits eligibility
management, human resources, investment
consulting and planning.
The acquisition enables Christian Brothers
Services to be a premier provider of consulting
services to faith-based organizations. BMT
will now function as a new and independent
division of Christian Brothers Services, but
the mission, vision and quality of service
of BMT will remain the same as when it
was founded in 1972. BMT staff includes
approximately 50 highly trained and
experienced professionals, who will now join
the Christian Brothers Services employee
team. BMT will maintain its personnel and
various office locations.
"The BMT team has always recognized that
our two organizations have compatible and
harmonious respective missions. As a leader
at BMT, I am pleased that our ability to
provide excellent professional and customized
services will be enhanced by this relationship

as we maximize our capabilities and
infrastructure. In joining Christian Brothers
Services, BMT is now positioned for even
more success. I am enthusiastic about the
future for BMT and its clients," explains
John Tortolani, founding partner at BMT.
"BMT's sound and professional services
match our ministry perfectly. You can count
on Christian Brothers Services and BMT to
continue meeting the needs of faith-based
organizations. Together, we will continue
to meet the business needs of Church
organizations through creative thinking,
embracing change and innovation. We take
pride in nurturing a strong organizational
culture and maintaining an optimistic
'can do' attitude. We are grateful for the
opportunity to serve thousands of organizations and support their many important
missions," comments Brother Michael
Quirk, FSC, Ed.D., CEO/president of
Christian Brothers Services.

BMT services include:
▶ Chief Operating Officer
▶ Finance Office Staffing
and Support
▶ Financial Management
and Accounting
▶ Government Benefit Eligibility
Management
▶ Human Resource Management
▶ Investment Consulting
▶ Long-Term Financial Planning
▶ Management and Financial
Consultants
▶ Property Planning
▶ Reconfiguration
▶ Social Security Reporting
▶ Sustainability Studies

BMT clients will now have direct access to
Christian Brothers Services' full array of
services, plans and programs, including
health benefits, retirement plans, property/
casualty, IT & Website Services and Catholic
School Management. ☼
For more information about BMT and the
services they offer, visit bmtconsults.com.
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